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Abstract 
Zeferino Nandayapa Ralda was the greatest Mexican marimba artist of the twentieth 
century. Born in Chiapas, Mexico, Zeferino was the youngest son of Norberto Nandayapa, the 
most well respected Mexican marimba builder of his time. Throughout Zeferino’s lifetime, he 
cultivated a career that made him well-known in Mexico and firmly established the name 
Nandayapa as being synonymous with the word marimba. Zeferino’s career consisted of 
appearances as a solo artist, as a featured soloist with symphony orchestras around Mexico, as 
leader of marimba bands, and, many appearances abroad. He wrote many arrangements of 
standard Mexican folk songs, classical literature, as well as composed many original pieces. 
Zeferino also lead several bands throughout his career, the most famous being Marimba 
Nandayapa.   
Zeferino’s greatest contribution to the tradition of Mexican marimba playing was his 
ability to keep the marimba current and appealing to the masses. He achieved this by 
programming popular styles of music with his marimba band. Additionally, Zeferino promoted 
the marimba through numerous recordings, radio, movies and television shows.  
 This document has been written for marimbists and non-marimbists alike. It chronicles 
the life and career of Zeferino Nandayapa and is for anyone who has an interest in the tradition 
of Mexican Marimba playing, and what Zeferino Nandayapa Ralda accomplished throughout his 
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 The following document is intended to tell the story of Zeferino Nandayapa Ralda. While 
Zeferino was most famously known for being a marimbist, the reader will soon come to find that 
he was a very versatile musician who played many instruments. This skill, along with his 
pleasant demeanor and tenacious work ethic, made Zeferino extremely employable throughout 
his life. Zeferino was also known as a marimba soloist who played with orchestras worldwide, 
and as the leader of his most well-known marimba band, Marimba Nandayapa, who recorded 
more than 70 albums over the course of 54 years. Prior to Zeferino, the Mexican Marimba was 
seen largely as a second-rate folkloric instrument. Through his performances, as a recording 
musician, soloist, and leader of Marimba Nandayapa, Zeferino helped bring respect to the 
Mexican Marimba in his home country of Mexico as well as internationally. 
 This document is divided into sections based on major events in Zeferino’s life. Chapter 
two includes a brief history of the Mexican Marimba, as well as Zeferino’s first experiences with 
the instrument. Chapter three starts with his move to Mexico City to attend school. This chapter 
also includes information on Zeferino’s work at XEW radio, and the beginnings of Marimba 
Nandayapa. Chapters four and five are dominated by international tours, Zeferino’s sons joining 
Marimba Nandayapa, and finally the health concerns Zeferino faced near the end of his life. The 
final chapter focuses on Zeferino’s passing, and the homages dedicated to him. 
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 The appendices at the end of this document include a condensed look at Zeferino’s 
accomplishments. Appendices A-C include tables detailing tours and appearances by both 
Zeferino as a soloist as well as with Marimba Nandayapa. These appendices are divided by years 
which correspond to chapters two through four. Appendix D outlines what typical day to day life 
would have been like for Zeferino, while Appendix E includes Zeferino’s complete discography. 
Lastly, appendix F includes the first complete English translation of Zeferino’s book Método 
Para Marimba which was published in 1999.    
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Chapter 2  
Childhood, Birth to 21 (1931-1952) 
 On December 13th, 2010 79-year-old Zeferino Nandayapa Ralda had an accident that 
many elderly fear. He fell and hit the back of his head. The impact to the back of his skull 
resulted in severe swelling of the brain, and for the next fifteen days Zeferino lay in a coma at his 
residence in Tlalnepantla de Baz, surrounded by friends and family. The Director of the Cultural 
Institute in Chiapas Mexico, Marvin Lorena Arriaga, knew of his injury and was very concerned 
about the health of the marimba master. Javier Nandayapa, Zeferino’s youngest son, recalls 
Marvin, and how much she cared for his father, “Around the 22nd [of December] I received a call 
from the director of the Cultural Institute in Chiapas…she loved my father, she said, ‘I’m really 
sad, I’m really worried, so please keep me informed.’”1 
 December 28th, 2010 Javier recalls that it was around five o’clock in the afternoon when 
his father Zeferino passed away. Making good on his promise, Javier made a call to Marvin at 
the Cultural Institute of Chiapas. “So, at the time he died, I [Javier] called her. ‘Marvin, my 
father passed away thirty minutes ago.’”2  This was the day that Mexico would lose their national 
treasure and marimba master, Zeferino Nandayapa.  
 Zeferino Nandayapa was born August 26th, 1931 in Copainala, Chiapas, Mexico. He was 
the youngest son of Norberto Nandayapa, a well-known marimba builder, band leader, and 
clarinetist. While Zeferino was born in Copainala, he states in his book Método Para Marimba, 
                                                 
1Interview with Javier Nandayapa Velasco conducted by the author, February 17, 2018, 11. 
2 Ibid., 11.   
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that his birth was not registered until eight years later, 84 kilometers away in Chiapa de Corzo, 
the hometown of his parents and brothers.3 Consequently, Zeferino refers to Chiapa De Corzo as 
his home. This importance of Zeferino’s birth place is that he was born in the Mexican State of 
Chiapas, which has a rich marimba tradition; more so than any other state in Mexico. 
 Chiapas is the southernmost State in Mexico and shares a border with Guatemala. 
However, Chiapas shares more than just a geographical border with Guatemala.  “Increasingly, 
Chiapas has been viewed through the prism of Central America. [It] has much more in common 
with Guatemala that with neighboring Oaxaca.”4 Throughout history Chiapas has been a 
disputed border land between North America and Central America. It was under Spanish rule in 
the early 16th-century, before becoming a part of Guatemala in 1530. Chiapas remained a part of 
Guatemala for most of the following 260 years. It is no wonder that to this day Chiapas and 
Guatemala are very similar in their culture and traditions.5 
 One widely held theory concerning the history of the marimba of Mexico and Guatemala, 
is that the instrument originated in Africa, and were later brought to the to Mexico and 
Guatemala. According to Vida Chenoweth, an expert on the history of the Guatemalan marimba:  
The occurrence of the word ‘marimba’ itself in Africa offers some evidence of the 
relationship between the African and Guatemalan instruments. The word or its variation 
malimba is a Bantu term referring to an idiophone with gourd resonators played by the 
Shangana-Ndau people who live on the coast of Mozambique.6  
 
Ethnomusicologist Robert Garfias supports this origin theory stating:  
                                                 
3 Zeferino Nandayapa, Méeodo Para Marimba (San Angel, Mexico: Dirección General de Culturas Populares, 
1998), 13. 
4 Alan Riding, Distant Neighbors (New York: Vintage Books, 1986), 424-425. 
5 Laurance D. Kaptain, The Wood that Sings: The Marimba in Chiapas, Mexico (Everett, PA: Honey Rock: 1992), 5. 
6 Vida Chenoweth, The Marimbas of Guatemala, (Lexington: The University of Kentucky Press, 1974), 54. 
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The strongest evidence of the African origin of this marimba type rest on three factual 
elements: first, the name marimba is itself a word of Bantu origin; second, the rattan or 
thin strip of wood that goes around one side of the instrument is commonly used 
throughout Africa7; and third, the use of the vibrating membrane attached to the wall of 
the resonator under each key is also wide spread in Africa.8 
 
Authors are unclear on an exact date which the marimba was brought from Africa to the 
Americas, although it was most likely during the 16th century.9   
 
 Regardless of the origins of the marimba, the playing of marimba is one of the most 
important cultural components of both Guatemala and Mexico; especially Chiapas. Mexican and 
Central American marimbas differ from what is known as the western the concert marimba.10The 
marimba that is found throughout the United States, Europe, and other countries. The Mexican 
and Central American marimbas contrast in sound to the western concert marimba because they 
have what is called a tela. The tela is a small piece of pig intestine, which is stretched over a 
small hole near the bottom of the resonator. The tela gives the Mexican and Central American 
marimbas their characteristic buzzing sound,11 like that of its African predecessor. In addition to 
the tela, there are several other differences between the marimbas of Central America and the 
concert marimba. The marimbas of Central America use wood for the resonators as opposed to 
the metal that is used for concert marimbas elsewhere in the world. Central American marimbas 
also have a fixed height wooden frame which is most often embellished with finely crafted wood 
inlay. The other major difference between Central American marimbas and concert marimbas 
                                                 
7Garfias is referring to a strip of wood used to support the instrument in the player’s lap. This strip is no longer 
found in current instruments as they are now free standing. 
8 Robert Garfias, “The Marimba of Mexico and Central America, Latin American Music Review 4, no. 2 (Autumn- 
Winter, 1983), 205.  
9 Ibid. 
10 In Chiapas and Guatemala, the term marimba refers to the native instrument with a tela which creates a buzzing 
sound. To make a distinction, the term concert marimba is used to refer to the instrument known as the marimba in 
other countries that has no buzzing sound. 
11 Zeferino Nandayapa, 42. 
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outside of Central America is in the keyboard part of the instrument. Traditionally the keys, or 
bars, on a Central American marimba are vertically aligned, one above the other, from naturals to 
accidentals, as opposed to being offset from each other. This results, for example in having the 
C# directly above the C instead of splitting the area between the C and D.    
 
 




  Marimba ensembles are extremely common in Guatemala and Chiapas and are present at 
all major celebrations. The most common configuration for Mexican Marimba bands, is to have 
four players all playing on one six octave, or larger, marimba. The highest part, Tiple, is 
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responsible for playing the main melody in most pieces of music. The Segundero, or second 
player, performs to the left of the Tiple player and is responsible for adding to the melody. 
Frequently the Segundo player mirrors the melody at the interval of a third or sixth, or, adds 
contrary motion to the melody. The third player, or Tercero is responsible for filling out the 
harmony of the ensemble with blocked chords. While the Tiple and Segundero most often play 
with two mallets, the Tercero usually employs three to four mallets to create a richer harmony. 
The bass player, or Bajo, stands at the lowest end of the marimba, and, using two mallets, is 
responsible for playing the bottom note of each chord. The bass player will also fill in short runs 
leading from one note to the next when appropriate.     
 The marimba is very common in Chiapas, and according to Javier Nandayapa, school 
children learn to play the marimba as a required part of their elementary education which leads to 
most Chiapans having a basic working knowledge of the instrument and how it is played. With 
this rich tradition of marimba playing and its proximity to Guatemala, Chiapas is known 
throughout Mexico as being home to some of the best marimba players in the entire country. 
With marimba playing existing as such a normal part of life in Chiapas, as well as Zeferino’s 
father being one of the most well-respected marimba makers of his time, it is no wonder that 
Zeferino started playing the marimba at a very young age. 
 Zeferino started playing the marimba when he was six years old. “I [Zeferino] was 
listening to my father rehearsing, and…I started to practice, to play the marimba. Along with my 
cousin Rene Ruiz Nandayapa and my brother Alejandrino Nandayapa, we started playing a very 
popular melody called ‘Adolorido.’”12 It is very common to hear marimba bands playing familiar 
                                                 
12 Ibid., 13. 
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folk tunes from all different regions of Mexico. Zeferino even goes so far as to say that there are 
no pieces actually written specifically for marimba, but that Mexicans play all of their music on 
marimba because that is the instrument of their country.  
 In 1942, at age 11, Zeferino had his first experience playing as part of a marimba band 
when he joined Los Muchachitos, a children’s group lead by his cousin Germán Nandayapa. 
Zeferino was small in stature as a child, and at the age of 11 had to stand on a box just to reach 
the keyboard of the marimba.13 Zeferino played the harmony part, the Tercero, which acts as a 
an accompanying, or comping part responsible for filling in notes and creating a harmony to the 
melody. Until recently, all parts in a marimba arrangement were taught by rote. In general, 
Mexico lacks schools to formally teach the skill of music reading, making rote learning 
necessary. In the case of the harmony player the Tercero, students are taught the chord structure 
and then must make up parts that do not interfere with the players standing to either side of them 
at the marimba. Los Muchachitos played mainly for parties and other events for the lower class 
around Chiapas and later changed their name to Los Mejorales. Zeferino remembers how 
phenomenal this group was, and how they were known to have been able to cure one woman’s 
headache, with just their playing.14  
 
 
                                                 
13 Rick Mattingly, “PAS Hall of Fame: Zeferino Nandayapa,” Percussive Notes 55, no. 5 (November 2017): 22-27, 
accessed February 21, 2018, https://indd.adobe.com/view/8edccba9-f5ce-4003-9b27-8d09677684b0. 








Only a few years after his first marimba band experience, Zeferino was asked to be part 
of a marimba group in Tuxtla Gutierrez, only a short distance from Chiapa de Corzo, sponsored 
by Cerveceria Cuauhtemoc. The new marimba orchestra was named after the beer Carta Blanca, 
and included instruments other than marimba such as saxophones, string bass, and drums.  In 
addition to the marimba, Zeferino had learned how to play many other instruments. “He played 
10 
 
vibraphone and xylophone, accordion, melodica, saxophone, and keyboard.”15 These other skills 
came in handy when playing with this new group. Although Zeferino was only about 13 when he 
joined the group, he quickly took charge. 
 
 




                                                 
15 Interview with Javier Nandayapa. 
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 Carta Blanca was eventually contracted for a tour by the army; specifically, the Ninth 
Cavalry Regiment of San Andres Tuxtla, Veracruz.   
We joined the regiment as soldiers. However, we did not participate in the military 
routine but rather provided artistic services. That lasted a short time because, 
unfortunately, the General who was very happy with us and treated us as artists, was 
removed; another person arrived who did not share the ideas of the previous General and 
told us: ‘You are soldiers and you have to comply with the army,’ which we no longer 
liked. So we deserted, sold the instruments, contracted a truck and left for Chiapas.16 
Upon their return back to Chiapas, many of the members of Carta Blanca settled into a new life 
in the surrounding area. Zeferino however, was not ready to settle down in the small town of 
Chiapas. He was also somewhat worried that, as a defector, the army would come looking for 
him in his home town of Chiapas. With this in mind, Zeferino told his father that he wanted to go 
to Mexico City to study music at the National Conservatory of Music. His father supported this 
decision.17 
  
                                                 
16 Zeferino Nandayapa, 14. 
17 Loc. cit.  
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Chapter 3  
Young Adulthood 21-46 (1952-1977) 
 In 1952, Zeferino moved to Mexico City to study music at the National Conservatory of 
Music. Zeferino’s father was unable to give him much financial support but was able to help in 
finding him a place to live with a cousin who was already based in Mexico City. Zeferino ran 
into problems almost immediately. Because he had not finished secondary school, he was unable 
to fully enroll at the Conservatory. He was admitted on the condition that he finish his secondary 
school studies. With the help of supportive professors, he was able to finish secondary school, 
while at the same time, starting music classes at the Conservatory. Zeferino says that he enrolled 
at secondary school which was conveniently right down the street from where he was living. 
This enabled him to attend the Conservatory in the morning, and the secondary school in the 
afternoon.18 
While known today for being a great marimbist, when Zeferino first attended the 
Conservatory he intended to study conducting, composition and orchestration. In an interview 
from 1990 with Larry Kaptain, Zeferino says “At that time I had no intention of studying 
marimba, but rather to concentrate on composition and instrumentation. I didn’t think of being a 
marimbist, but rather a conductor or arranger/composer.”19 It wasn’t until Zeferino ran into a 
lack of available instruments, that he started to appreciate the marimba more. “I also studied 
piano, but since there were so few instruments to practice on, I used my marimba. As time went 
                                                 
18 Zeferino Nandayapa, 15. 
19 Kaptain, 48. 
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by, I realized that I could play all of my piano music on the marimba. Suddenly the works of 
Bach, Liszt and Pagannini we accessible to me.”20 This appreciation for playing classical music 
on the marimba would greatly impact Zeferino’s career. Traditionally, much of Mexican 
marimba music comes from well-known folk tunes. However, due to the lack of pianos at the 
Conservatory, Zeferino was forced to play classical music on his marimba. This showed him 
what could be possible on the marimba. He would later become widely known for his 
transcriptions of classical music for marimba orchestra. This was one of the ways in which 
Zeferino was able to make the marimba more attractive to a larger audience and increase its 
popularity. 
Like so many college music students, Zeferino struggled financially. In order to pay the 
bills, he performed in local bars, and anywhere else that would hire him. Frequently, he was 
hired to play piano, accordion, and at times, vibraphone. Zeferino worked hard, attending the 
Conservatory from 9:00 AM until 3:00 PM, then secondary school from 5:30 PM until 10:00 
PM, and performing in any open hours. However, he reflects fondly on those days in his book 
Método Marimba, saying that he drank with friends and played at many different locations; 
although, he was careful not to get captured by the night-life style. He realized that he wanted 
something more for his life. 
While still in school, around 1953, Zeferino started playing regularly as a session 
musician for XEW radio, the most popular radio station in Mexico City. At these sessions, 
Zeferino played many instruments, including vibraphone, accordion, glockenspiel, melodica, 
trumpet, and alto saxophone. He recorded with many different groups, for both radio productions 
                                                 
20 Kaptain, 14. 
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as well as for cinemas. Zeferino was an easy man to work with, and many people remember him 
for the big smile he always had while he performed. He was soon known as “the man of the 
eternal smile.” The 1950s were a very prosperous time for music in Mexico, and the primary 
vehicles for performance were through radio and cinema. The music recorded by the XEW 
musicians would be broadcast not only within Mexico, but also outside of the country. This 
allowed for Mexican styles of music, as well as Mexican instruments such as the marimba, to be 
heard globally. 
With his position working at the radio station, Zeferino had the opportunity to meet many 
famous musicians and composers of the time. One of these composers was Mexican composer 
and pianist Augustin Lara.21 Lara was impressed with how many different instruments Zeferino 
had mastered and played for the recordings. Zeferino’s meeting with Lara had a lasting impact. 
In an interview with Javier Nandayapa, Javier stated,  
I have to tell you a story about Augustin Lara. Lara is a composer of famous songs, a 
very well-known composer. My father was young at that time, and he started as a session 
musician. He was invited to record with Augustin Lara, and at that time they did one take 
of the song, there were no cuts.  He [Zeferino] had this opportunity to bring his 
accordion, vibraphone, xylophone, melodica, and when they were recording, Augustin 
Lara was surprised he played so many instruments. So at the end he [Lara] did a kind of 
autograph for Zeferino, it says, ‘Zeferino, tu que tocas todo, nunca toques la puerta del 
olvido.’ Which translates as ‘Zeferino, you who play everything, never touch [play] the 
door of oblivion.’ It’s kind of metaphoric, just not to be forgotten. I really, we really, like 
that phrase. We used it for his national homage at the Fine Arts Palace. He passed away 
seven years ago, but he’s still very present in people’s life…never touching the door of 
oblivion.22 
 
                                                 
21 His full name is Ángel Agustin Maria Carlos Fasto Mariano Alfonso del Sagrado Corazón Lara y Aguirre del Pino 
22 Javier Nandayapa 
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One of the greatest contributions Zeferino made to the idiom of Mexican marimba 
playing was his ability to continually reinvent the instrument and keep it current and present in 
popular culture. Javier Nandayapa assured this author that Zeferino’s time at XEW radio, which 
lasted from 1953 into the 70s, ensured the permanence of marimba in Mexican popular culture. 
After this time, the words marimba and Nandayapa became almost synonymous throughout 
Mexico; and remains unchanged to this day. Javier says that people currently may not know 
exactly who Zeferino Nandayapa was or what exactly he did, but they know that Nandayapa 
means marimba.   
In 1956, before completing his studies at the National Conservatory of Music, Zeferino 
was invited to perform as part of a marimba quartet traveling to the United States with a folkloric 
dance troupe. “The instrumentation was simply four marimbists and the other players were 
outstanding Chiapans: Gabriel Solis, Ariosto Lopez and Armando Juarez. Aside from the 
Chiapan popular music, we played arrangements of Pagannini, Liszt, and others.”23 The main 
spectacle of this tour was meant to be the dance troupe, while purpose of the marimba quartet 
was to entertain the audience while the dancers had a costume change. However, as the tour 
continued, the marimba quartet soon became the star of the show. A press release the day after 
one concert stated that “the show was very beautiful with nice dancing and singing, but the best 
thing was the marimba.”24 It did not take long before the dancers started to feel upset that the 
marimba quartet had stolen the show and was gaining all of the applause and attention in the 
newspapers. Zeferino, however, didn’t like being sidelined and kept in the background. He was 
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extremely proud of the marimba quartet and knew his contribution to the group was being 
noticed. 
Upon Zeferino’s return to Mexico City from his tour in the United States with the 
folkloric dance troupe, he decided, based on his experiences on that tour that he no longer liked 
being in the background and that he wanted to start his own marimba group. In 1956, Zeferino 
started the group Marimba Nandayapa with marimba maker Alvaro Velasco Pena, and other 
musicians that Zeferino had met at the Conservatory. This group would grow in popularity over 
time and become the most famous Mexican marimba orchestra. In addition to the core marimba 
quartet Zeferino added a string bass player and drummer to form his marimba orchestra. This 













Figure 4: Early Marimba Nandayapa. L-R Zeferino Nandayapa, Roque Estrada, Alvaro Velasco, 




Zeferino’s relationship with Chiapan marimba builder Alvaro Velasco Pena was more 
than strictly professional. When Zeferino initially moved to Mexico City he was playing mostly 
for the community of Chiapans who had relocated to Mexico City. He knew their music and felt 
a sense of community with them. Within this community Zeferino met, and took an interest in, 
Vlasco’s daughter Blanca Luz Velasco. After Zeferino returned from his United States tour with 
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the folkloric dance troupe, he decided that in addition to starting his own group he was ready to 
start a home. He married Blanca Luz Velasco in 1957 and started working full time as a 
musician; leaving school behind.25 Their first son, Oscar, was born two years later in 1959. 
While interviewing Javier about Zeferino’s life, he noted that his father always seemed to 
be in the right place at the right time and was able to take advantage of a lot of many creative 
musical opportunities. One of these opportunities, and a way in which Zeferino worked to feed 
his new family, was by joining a band that played for the large Jewish community in Mexico 
City. This group, comprised of musicians from the Philharmonic Orchestra of Mexico City, 
catered to parties such as weddings, baptisms, and bar mitzvahs. The group included two singers, 
keyboard player, guitar, bass, drums, one or two trumpets, and one or two alto saxophones. 
Zeferino joined this group in the early 60s playing mostly keyboard, second trumpet, or second 
alto saxophone, and would continue with it until the 90s. Shortly after joining the group, 
Zeferino became a secondary leader with a smaller version of the band to play for additional 
parties that were booked for the group. Among this smaller band was Zeferino’s cousin Rene 
Ruiz who played the saxophone, and his father-in-law Alvaro Velasco who played the drums. 
The groups would soon become one again, as the Spanish born leader of the group, Miguel 
Vicens, had to return to Spain due to severe heart problems. Upon his departure he asked 
Zeferino if he wanted to take over the entire band. When Zeferino said yes, the band leader 
handed Zeferino all of the music he had along with his extensive list of clients in Mexico City. 
As leader of the band Zeferino played continued playing keyboard, and additionally played organ 
for religious ceremonies. He also had to learn how to act as cantor in Hebrew since most of the 
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bookings for the group were for religious milestones such as births, and weddings. Fortunately, 
Vicens left very good transcripts for Zeferino.26 This group would prove to be very lucrative for 
Zeferino Nandayapa. Javier stated in his interview that Zeferino is known for his marimba 
playing, but in reality, the family was not supported by the marimba until the 1990s.27 
The 1950s and 1960s were an economically stable period in Mexico, which allowed 
Marimba Nandayapa to embark on a number of small tours, mostly to locations in South 
America and within the Southern United States. 1962 brought a very destructive earth quake to 
Chile, but with that disaster Marimba Nandayapa had their first opportunity for an extended tour 
in South America. The Secretary of Foreign Affairs sent Marimba Nandayapa to Chile as a 
message of peace after the earth quake. They spent 45 days traveling to many different cities in 
Chile as well as Ecuador to give concerts for the local people. Zeferino was surprised at the 
excitement people had to see them, even after the devastation of the earthquake. He said that 
“children would greet them on their way in to town, carrying torches when it was late at night, 
and singing Mexican songs.”28 
As Zeferino’s career expanded with the growing popularity of Marimba Nandayapa, the 
band for the Jewish community, continued performing and recording at XEW radio, and, he now 
added the National Symphony Orchestra. In 1964 the National Symphony Orchestra performed 
Caballos de Vapor, Sinfonia de Baile, also known as the Horse-Power Ballet Symphony or just 
H.P. Suite written by Carlos Chávez. The H.P. Suite was written to depict the early 
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mechanization and its impact on modern-day Mexican society.29 Zeferino remembers that the 
other percussionists from the orchestra were good, but that they really only knew how to play 
drums and other auxiliary instruments. This left the mallet parts to be covered by Zeferino. 
“During rehearsals, I [Zeferino] warmed up with scales and even played some Mozart 
transcriptions.”30 This gained the attention of Chávez, who had never heard such music being 
played on the marimba. Chávez was intrigued by Zeferino’s facility at the instrument and asked 
if he could record him playing. Zeferino agreed, and a few days later Chavez brought his tape 
recorder to rehearsal. He told Zeferino to play scales, arpeggios, octaves, anything he could play, 
and Chávez would record him playing. Time passed after the concert with the National 
Symphony Orchestra, and Zeferino didn’t hear anything from Chávez. It was not until a month 
or so later that he received a call from Chávez who wanted Zeferino to come look at a new piece 
he was writing.  
The new piece Chávez was writing was Tambuco for six percussionists. While most of 
the parts are written for multiple-percussion, one player must play marimba. This is the part 
Chávez had been struggling to compose. He asked Zeferino to look at the marimba part and give 
him some feedback. Zeferino played through the part and informed Chávez that the part was 
much too hard for marimba. He pointed out that Chávez had obviously written the part while 
thinking about a piano and not a marimba that had much larger keys. The part required the player 
to perform very fast eighth notes between the high and low registers of the marimba at a very fast 
tempo, and the hands just could not reach these notes. Zeferino told Chávez that the part could 
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not be played even if he were wearing roller-skates.31 Chávez took some time to modify the 
marimba part to be more playable, although it was still very difficult. Then Chávez assembled 
some of his conducting students with percussionists from the National Symphony Orchestra, and  
Zeferino, and they started to rehearse Tambuco. Later that year they premiered the work in 
Mexico City. In an interview after the premiere when Chávez was asked who was playing the 
marimba, he answered, “Zeferino Nandayapa, the virtuoso of the Marimba.”32 Four years later, 
in 1968, Zeferino played Tambuco with the French percussion ensemble Les Percussions de 
Strasbourg for the Cultural Olympic Games held in Mexico City. While Zeferino enjoyed all 
types of music, his son Javier feels that he was disappointed with most contemporary percussion 
works, feeling that they had no chance to really mature and settle. “It happens with contemporary 
music; sometimes you have to study a lot, and then you premiere the piece, and then there’s no 
possibility to play the piece again.”33 
The early1970s was a prosperous time for the economy in Mexico, and as a result there 
was more money available to spend on arts and culture. Marimba Nandayapa reaped the benefits 
of this prosperity and enjoyed many government funded international tours.34  
Throughout the 1950s and 60s, Marimba Nandayapa toured throughout Central and South 
America, as well as around Mexico with a few appearances in the southern part of the United 
States. 1972 marked a change for the group when they were invited to play as part of the opening 
ceremony for the Cultural Olympic Games in Munich, Germany. The following year, Marimba 
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Nandayapa played their premiere concert at the Carnegie Recital Hall in New York City. The 
program was mainly comprised of Zeferino’s orchestral transcriptions, such as works by Scarlatti 
and Bach. The program also included an original composition by Zeferino’s cousin Rene Ruiz 
Nandayapa entitled Rapsodia Chiapaneca, which comprised of traditional Mexican folk tunes 
from Chiapas.35 In addition to their performance at Carnegie Hall in 1973, Marimba Nandayapa 
also presented two concerts in conjunction with the Carnegie Corporation at Pace University in 
New York City. In 1974, Marimba Nandayapa had their first tour to Montreal Canada as 
representatives of Mexico to the World’s Fair, which was themed “The Great Cities and Capitals 
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Amidst these tours and appearances, Zeferino was still working frequently as a session 
musician at XEW radio as well as performing multiple times a week with the band for the Jewish 
community. The early 1970s also saw an increase in demand for music and the band in the 
Jewish community so much so that Zeferino’s sons and nephews were enlisted to play in a 
secondary group, or group “B” as Zeferino’s oldest son Oscar called it.37 The group “B” was 
formed around 1973 and included three of Zeferino’s sons, Oscar, Norberto, and Mario, as well 
as three of his nephews on his brother Alejandrino’s side of the family.  
In addition to his already busy performance schedule, Zeferino made time to lead a 
separate marimba band called Marimba Mexicana de Concierto. They were employed by the 
government to promote the marimba within Mexico. They played concerts in many different 
locations such as public plazas, universities, elementary schools, high schools, even prisons. 
Javier recalls that they knew all the prisons in the area very well from the performances with 
Marimba Mexicana de Concierto. Funding for this group came primarily from the Public 
Education Institute of Mexico and promoted marimba performances in schools and other public 
buildings throughout the entire country. They would tour for a week or two at a time, traveling to 
small towns, to perform marimba concerts every day. Zeferino played with this group for nearly 
30 years, and as they grew up, his sons also frequently played with this group. Javier says that to 
this day he has people come up to him and exclaim, “I remember your father, he played at my 
high school in the 1970s!”38 
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1976 was a very good year for Marimba Nandayapa as well as for Zeferino personally. 
Marimba Nandayapa was invited to play for the opening ceremonies of the Cultural Olympic 
Games again; this time held in Montreal, Canada. After the games, the group played their second 
concert in Carnegie Hall. This made Marimba Nandayapa the first and only marimba band to 
play in Carnegie hall more than once. Later that year, Marimba Nandayapa played as part of a 
festival in homage to Mexican composers at the headquarters of the United Nations in New 
York. At that time Zeferino was also awarded the Medal of Peace by the United Nations. By the 
end of 1976 Zeferino’s three eldest sons, Oscar, Norberto and Mario, were all regularly playing 
with the Jewish band, but were not yet members of Marimba Nandayapa. This would change in 
the coming years. Oscar remembers that all three of the brothers would watch their father 
rehearse Marimba Nandayapa, and they all developed an aspiration to also become part of the 
group.39  
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Chapter 4  
Middle Age 46-69 (1977-2000) 
“By 1976, along with my brothers Norberto and Mario, we wanted to give a surprise 
birthday present to my father [Zeferino], and we agreed that we would play marimba for 
him. So then one of his friends started showing us a fragment of the Toccata and Fugue 
[in D minor] by Bach. We started studying and that was going to be the surprise. But. 
Soon my dad came to the house and he found us studying [practicing] and he says, 
“What’s this?!” [and we said] “Ah, well, this was a surprise for you dad.” But then it 
wasn’t a surprise anymore. We still played for his birthday, and after that he asked us, 
“Do you want to play marimba? But, if so, we’re going to do it the right way.” The three 
of us [Oscar, Norberto, and Mario] said “Yeah.”40 
Oscar Nandayapa had a smile on his face, fondly remembering how he and two of his 
brothers first started playing with their father’s marimba orchestra, Marimba Nandayapa. 
Zeferino, has a slightly more fatherly perspective of the addition of his sons to the group, which 
he shares in Método Para Marimba. He tells how, as his sons started to grow up, he set them up 
with a teacher to start taking piano lessons. They all wanted to learn the latest style of music, 
which was rock and roll. The teacher, however, said that the three sons had no talent and that 
they were not interested in playing piano. The lessons quickly fizzled out, as the boys didn’t 
show interest and even the teacher didn’t show up to teach their lessons. Zeferino still wanted his 
sons involved with music though, as he saw his group Marimba Nandayapa starting to gain 
popularity and make a name for themselves playing on television. The surprise Oscar, Norberto, 
and Mario planned for their father’s birthday was extremely fitting, and more appropriate than 
they knew at the time. After this event, the three oldest brothers started integrating into the 
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group. Javier, the youngest, would not join the group until twelve years later, as he was still too 
young for the professional group.41 
In 1977 the three brothers started performing with their father in Marimba Nandayapa. 
However, they were still young and considered to be “in training” and had not yet become the 
full-fledged members of the group. Zeferino was known to be a difficult band leader to please at 
times. He had perfect pitch and could pick out every wrong note that was played in the ensemble. 
As his sons were integrated into the group they were in a protected position, never having to 
carry the entire ensemble themselves. With the addition of the three eldest sons to the group, 
Zeferino started to become less strict in his rehearsals, possibly because he mellowed with age, 
or possibly because his sons were now part of the ensemble. Zeferino had fought to keep his 
band together through the years, and as many band leaders do, he had the occasional argument 
with band members about issues of money. With the addition of his sons to the band, he was 
relieved to have other players who loved the marimba as much as he did. Ones who would care 
about the group far beyond the financial opportunity it presented.42 
While Marimba Nandayapa was growing, their funding was unfortunately not doing the 
same. The latter half of the 1970s were a hard time economically in Mexico. Mexico, like many 
other countries, cutting funding to arts and culture during this time of hardship. This affected 
Marimba Nandayapa, by restricting their ability to fund international tours. For this reason, most 
of the activity of the group during the late 1970s is comprised of tours around their home country 
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of Mexico. At the same time Zeferino was also featured as a soloist with orchestras in Mexico 
City.  
In 1977, Zeferino performed the Mexican premiere of Darius Milhaud’s Concert for 
Marimba, Vibraphone and Orchestra with the Philharmonic Orchestra of UNAM (Universidad 
Nacional Autónama de México, or the National Autonomous University of Mexico.) At the time 
of this premiere, there were no concert marimbas in Mexico, so he played the marimba part on 
his buzzing Mexican marimba. The conductor was a guest from Hungary, and he had never 
heard the sound of a Mexican marimba. When Zeferino started to play, the conductor was very 
confused and stopped the ensemble to ask, “What is that buzzing sound?” Zeferino explained the 
construction of his instrument and how the tela, or pig intestine on the resonators, created the 
characteristic buzzing sound. It took the conductor a few days to get used to the sound, but by the 
end he really appreciated the buzzing characteristic of the native instrument.43  
Even without strong funding from the government, Marimba Nandayapa were still able to 
take a tour to Zagreb, Yugoslavia in 1979 to play for the Youth Musical Congress. While on this 
tour, Zeferino had an experience which resulted in a story he loved to repeatedly tell. After the 
last concert, there was a dinner for all the participants in the festival, and Marimba Nandayapa 
was asked to play for an hour before dinner. The marimba was a big hit with the room full of 
musicians and they were soon making requests. People would call out traditional tunes from their 
home country of Italy, Peru, Brazil, and others and Marimba Nandayapa would start playing the 
tune if they knew it. When a piece was requested that was unfamiliar, Zeferino would ask the 
person making the request to sing the tune for him. With his perfect pitch Zeferino could pick up 
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the tune very quickly. He would tell the other marimbaists what key they were in, and they 
would begin playing, Zeferino playing a melody he had just heard, the other marimbists playing 
accompaniment, and those in the room who knew the piece singing. Everyone enjoyed the night, 
and Marimba Nandayapa ended up playing music from all over the world for close to five hours 
instead of the initially scheduled one hour. Zeferino felt like a star that night and considered the 
event a huge success.44 This tour would be the last for the older musicians in Marimba 
Nandayapa as Zeferino’s sons had now become core members of the group. Another reason non-
family members appeared less frequently, was that during the 1980s the economy did not allow 
for tours with large groups. 
The first two tours to include the three older sons were in 1980 and 1981, to the 
Dominican Republic and Costa Rica respectively. At this point, Oscar, Norberto, and Mario had 
been performing as a part of Marimba Nandayapa for approximately three years. As the sons’ 
participation in the group increased, the long-time members of Marimba Nandayapa; Roque 
Estrada Suarez, Oscar Moreno Garcia, and Ernesto Gonzalez Culebro, felt competition, and 
instead of fight with Zeferino, decided to leave the group. This reduced the number from the 
typically large size of 8, 10, or 12 players down to a sextet which included Zeferino, his father-
in-law Alvaro Velasco, his three oldest sons Oscar, Norberto and Mario, and a family friend 
Pedro Garcia.    
Javier remembers that 1983-87 were very tough years economically in Mexico, and a 
devastating earthquake in Mexico City in 1985 added to the economic strain. Marimba bands 
nationwide did not fare well during the economic collapse of the 1980s, as groups of seven to ten 
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musicians were far too expensive to employ. In order to turn a profit, many marimbists found 
themselves playing in bars with an electric keyboard and rhythm box as accompaniment. 
Zeferino struggled through the 1980s to keep his marimba orchestra alive. But, it was made 
easier by the fact that the group was now family centered. With none of the sons yet having 
spouses and families of their own, they were not concerned with supporting an entire household. 
Although the 1980s were hard overall, Zeferino was still able to find success both as a 
soloist and with Marimba Nandayapa. In 1983, the Governor of Chiapas commissioned Chiapan 
composer Frederico Álvarez del Toro to write a piece for marimba and orchestra specifically for 
Zeferino. The resulting piece is El Espiritu De La Tierra, or The Song of the Earth, for marimba, 
orchestra and recorded tape. The tape part included in the composition is a recording of a 
ceremonial ritual of the Lacandonian Indians. Who are native to the Lacandonian jungle of 
Chiapas, Mexico. The marimba solo includes cadenzas and many quick passages that run up and 
down the instrument. Oscar, Zeferino’s eldest son, remembers watching his father play this 
piece.  
There’s a fragment I’ve never seen another person, obviously no one else had played 
it…I doubt that anyone else could perform a passage that my dad would perform with 
two hands in octaves. He was very fast. The passage, you have to have a lot of ability and 
strength, and I remember when I heard the whole work…he left me speechless, I’ve 
always remembered it.45 
 
Another highlight in the early 1980s was a tour of Marimba Nandayapa to Bregenz 
Austria in 1984. The group was invited to play for an international folkloric festival. But when 
they looked to the government for support, none was to be found for the large group. Zeferino, 
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however was determined to continue spreading the positive image of the Mexican marimba, and 
therefore, he decided to take the group anyway and cover the expenses himself. The group 
traveled to Austria and performed in their first international festival as a family band. 
By the year 1988, circumstances were starting to improve for Zeferino and Marimba 
Nandayapa. The group was invited to participate at the Percussive Arts Society International 
Convention (PASIC) held in San Antonio, Texas. The 1988 PASIC included well-known 
percussionists, and Zeferino remembers being honored to meet jazz vibraphone great Gary 
Burton and Japanese marimba virtuoso Keiko Abe. The performance aspect of Marimba 
Nandaya’s PASIC participation did not go as expected. The group had decided not to travel with 
their own marimba. Instead, they had decided to use marimbas belonging to Laurance Kaptian; 
who lived in Texas. Zeferino knew Kaptain from when Kaptain had been in Mexico conducting 
research on the Mexican marimba. Zeferino felt he could trust Kaptain, and so he agreed to 
borrow Kaptain’s marimbas for Marimba Nandayapa’s PASIC performance. The marimbas, 
unfortunately, sounded awful. That was the last time that Marimba Nandayapa ever traveled 
without their own instruments. Fortunately, Zeferino and Marimba Nandayapa enjoyed the rest 
of their PASIC experience and accepted an invitation to return as featured performers seven 
years later in 1995.46 
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Javier finally joined Marimba Nandayapa in 1989 when he was eighteen. The Nandayapa 
household revolved around marimba with what seemed to be continuous rehearsals, and Zeferino 
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Figure 6: Marimba Nandayapa with all the brothers. Left to Right; Mario, Oscar, Norberto, and 




 Although a family band, Zeferino struggled to have father-son relationships and not just 
band leader-musician relationships with his sons. A small section in his book becomes very 
introspective and considers the familial distance he felt. “I think I have not been a good father. 
Perhaps they [his sons] have recognized me more as a musician than a father…I am not as 
communicative as I would like to be…Sometimes I forget birthdays… I am not so kind to the 
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family although I love them very much.”48 Oscar, Norberto, and Javier all alluded to the same 
basic idea, that frequently they had a band leader less-so-than a father. Javier pondered what life 
would have been like if the sons had never chosen to be musicians, whether or not they would 
have had a different, or, any sort of relationship with their father. Oscar said that he struggled 
whenever he tried to talk with his father about anything that was not music related. “It was very 
difficult to talk father to son, or son to father… for me, to ask for advice from father to son, it 
was very difficult. I never had it. I always wanted it, and it made me feel conflict with my wife 
because my wife would say ‘he’s not going to give you the advice you want.’ And I would reply, 
‘Until he dies, I won’t lose hope.”49 As Zeferino stated though, he did love his family, whether or 
not he was able to express that love. His sons also agree that they felt this love through the 
musical careers they shared with their father. 
Zeferino once said, “Marimba is like my second wife.” His actual wife incredulously 
corrected him, “Your second? No, it is not, I’m the second!” It was no question that Zeferino 
truly loved his life as a marimbist and that he had incredible respect for the instruments 
themselves. Norbert recalled how his father would always demand that people show the utmost 
respect for the marimba. Zeferino would remind his sons that the marimba was a living 
organism, one which could feel, and not a piece of furniture to be leaned on or used as a table.50 
He believed in the connection between the player and the instrument, and that the two became 
one. Norberto shared an example of his father’s love for the instrument he did not come to 
understand until many years later. When Marimba Nandayapa was on an extended driving tour 
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through Canada, the snow and cold temperatures started to affect one of the bars on their 
marimba, a Bb right in the middle of the instrument. The cold temperatures caused the wood to 
expand, and the pitch to drop lower and lower. Zeferino attempted to re-tune the bar by gently 
sanding it, but there was no hope the bar was ‘sick.’ Zeferino called back to his brother 
Alejandrino in Chiapas, who had taken over their father’s marimba factory, and asked him to 
send a new bar for the instrument. Before the new bar arrived, the old bar continued to decay 
until it was completely dead and unusable. “My father did a ritual. It was brilliant because he 
said ‘here, this note died, let’s go out to the snow.’ He asked each one of us to pay our respects to 
the note. ‘Come on, give thanks to the note, it gave us the best sound it could.’ Then my father 
took the note and buried it under the snow. Right there we closed the time for that note.”51 
The 1990s brought a much more financially stable time to Mexico, and with it many 
more opportunities for musicians to tour and play concerts. During this time, Marimba 
Nandayapa was able to focus mainly on performing concerts, scheduling international tours, and 
playing for wedding receptions and parties. With the increase of work available for Marimba 
Nandayapa, scheduling conflicts arose between the marimba band and the other groups that 
Zeferino ran, such as the Jewish band. A hard decision had to be made, whether or not the 
marimba band, or other groups should be the most important. The family decided that their time 
and effort should be put behind Marimba Nandayapa, so they relinquished their commitments 
with their other groups, and directed their attention to the family marimba band.  Zeferino lead 
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Marimba Nandayapa on tours to Switzerland, Spain, Trinidad and Tobago, Japan, and multiple 
tours to the United States to name a few.52  
While on tour in Japan in 1996 Zeferino made a phone call home to check in and say 
hello to his wife. “‘ehhh, Zefito!’ (This was the name she called him instead of Zeferino.) 
‘Zefito! You won the prize!’ Puzzled, he asked, ‘what prize?’ ‘You won the prize! Can you 
believe it? You won the prize!’ ‘Which prize?!’ I’ve never played the lottery he thought. ‘The 
National Prize of Culture and Arts!” 53 That year, Zeferino had been awarded the National Prize 
of the Arts which is awarded by the President. Zeferino was the first Mexican marimbist to ever 
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Winning the National Prize of the Arts ensured that all of Mexico knew the name 
Zeferino Nandayapa, and to associate it with the marimba. Javier told a story he remembered 




I remember once we [Marimba Nandayapa] played here in Mexico in a museum. It was a 
very fancy party with a lot of politicians, and big names in culture; it was very elegant. 
So we went to the restrooms to change our clothes. We had to wear our tuxedos. I 
remember my father was first and when he went to wash his hands there were the two 
workers there in the bathroom who said, ‘Are you Zeferino Nandayapa?’ ‘Yes, I am.’ 
‘Oh! It is a big honor for me, I really enjoy your music, it’s my big pleasure’ And then he 
[Zeferino] left. I’m changing my clothes and I hear the other guy ask, ‘Who is that guy? 
That old man?’ ‘Hey! You don’t know Zeferino Nandayapa?!’ ‘No, I don’t.’ ‘Oh, he 
plays very nice Danzones.’ (Spanish/Mexican dance music)54 
In 1998, Zeferino published his book Método Para Marimba. His book begins by 
chronicling the high points of his career as a musician. The second half of the book, contains 
instructions from actual marimba method, on how one should learn to read music and play the 
marimba. Of note are original solos that Zeferino had composed approximately ten years earlier. 
Three of his solos written for six mallets, are among the compositions. Zeferino also includes a 
description of the technique for playing with six mallets. This is significant in a pioneering sense, 
considering the small number of marimbists who regularly play with six mallets; as well as the 
severe lack of repertoire for more than four mallets. Dr. Timothy Jones drew attention to 
Zeferino in his 2003 document stating, “Currently, his [Zeferino’s] compositions are the only 
original works for five and six mallets published in Mexico. Most of the other literature 
performed is either Mexican traditional music, or transcribed classical works, especially piano 
music.”55 A translation of the text of Zeferino’s marimba method can be found in Appendix F. 
The musical examples and solos can be found in his book Método Para Marimba. 
 
                                                 
54 Javier found this memory to be very funny mainly because Marimba Nandayapa was at this event to play for a 
room full of very elegantly dressed politicians, but the restroom attendant knew Zeferino not for his classical 
transcriptions or arrangements of traditional Mexican arrangements, but for his arrangements of danzones, which is 
a style of music traditionally from Cuba, considered more appropriate for the working class. 
55 Timothy Andrew Jones, “A Survey of Artists and Literature Employing Extended Multiple Mallets in Keyboard 
Percussion; its Evolution, Resulting Techniques and Pedagogical Guide.  
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Chapter 5  
The Later Years 69-79 (2000-2010) 
 The recognition Zeferino and Marimba Nandayapa built in the 1990s lead to an increased 
number of invitations for international tours in the new millennium. Their first tour in 2000, 
however, did not go as well as they had initially intended. Marimba Nandayapa had been invited 
to play for three weeks at the Hanover Expo in Hanover Germany. At the time, the group was 
also working with Serbian marimbist Nebojša Živković who had asked them to play for the 
Schleisvig Holstein music festival in Germany. The plan was to play in Schleisvig Holstein, then 
spend three weeks in Hanover, and continue to Sweden to finish the tour. Plans started to go 
awry when the Nandayapa family received a call from Hanover cancelling their appearance less 
than ten days before they were scheduled to leave. This left a gap of three weeks in the middle of 
the scheduled tour. After making calls for help to both Živković and Swedish percussionist Kai 
Stensgaard, it was decided that the tour would go ahead. Živković and Stensgaard did all they 
could to help fill the empty three weeks with concerts for Marimba Nandayapa. The group 
played concerts in public plazas, schools and churches. Zeferino was always a very humble man, 
carrying his own marimba, not asking for help from others, and even after playing with 
ensembles as large and prestigious as the London Philharmonic Orchestra, he still had no 
problem playing concerts in the streets of Germany to help pay the bills for the tour.56 
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    Over the next seven years Zeferino would travel to Germany, Sweden, England, 
Denmark, and Belgium, along with making several appearances in the United States and Mexico, 
performing as either a soloist with orchestra or as the leader of Marimba Nandayapa.57 2007 
would start to mark a change in the travel and playing career of Zeferino. In 2007, Zeferino was 
diagnosed with Alzheimer’s, and the doctor told his family that they would have to start taking 
care of his basic needs. “The doctor told us, ‘You have to start taking care of his regular things at 
home, but music, it will be the last thing he will forget.’ This amazingly was true.”58 In addition 
to the diagnosis of Alzheimer’s, that same year Zeferino fell walking on the street and fractured 
his collar bone. The fracture was a displacement of the bone. Zeferino had a high tolerance for 
pain, and so he left the injury untreated for quite some time. Little by little though, he was 
increasingly unable to lift his arm. Playing the marimba, however, required Zeferino to move 
side to side behind the marimba, and not lift his arms, so he could still perform. When his sons 
took him to have his collar bone examined, the doctor informed them that, to fix the injury it 
would be necessary to break the bone, sand it down, and re-set the bone with a plate and screws. 
After the surgery, Zeferino would not be able to play marimba for about a year. At this point 
Zeferino and the family decided that he should not have the surgery. “We said no. My dad would 
die before then, before he could start playing, because his life was playing [music.]”59 This 
unhealed collar bone gave Zeferino the characteristic drooped left shoulder and shuffling walk 
throughout the rest of his life.  
                                                 
57 A complete list of tours and appearances can be found in Appendix C. 
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 Even with this injury, and his struggle with Alzheimer’s, Zeferino continued playing with 
Marimba Nandayapa until very near his passing. In the last year or so of his life, Zeferino had to 
use a walker or a wheelchair to get around most of the time. His hands were in great shape, and 
he still stood to perform onstage with Marimba Nandayapa. Oscar Nandayapa shared a story of 
his father’s playing in his last year. 
 In his last year, we had the opportunity to play with the National Symphony [of 
Mexico]…on the day of the concert we were in front of the cellos. They presented my father, and 
my father didn’t want to come out with a wheel chair. He had problems walking. He came in 
walking very slow, dragging his feet on the floor. The people clapped for him, but behind me, 
one of the musicians said, ‘And this old man, who is he?’ I turned around very angry, but I didn’t 
see who it was…We played, and at the intermission the audience asked for more, so we played 
Rhapsody Chiapanecas. That work has a lot of cadenzas and my father would just eat the 
marimba, but with a six-octave marimba, you had to move from side to side a lot, and his legs 
were not working. We discussed among all of us saying, ‘no, he could fall, he could trip,’ and 
Zeferino said, ‘no, let’s do this.’ So finally, we said, ‘ok, let’s take care of him to make sure he 
doesn’t fall.’ When we got to the marimba we cleared out the area to make sure there wasn’t 
anything in the way, anything he could trip on. When my father started playing I thought, ‘What? 
Nothing’s wrong with him! Nothing’s going to happen!’ He just played the marimba from left to 
right. After my father finished playing the musicians stood, and one of them, perhaps he was the 
one [commented earlier] came up to my father and kissed his hands.60   
Everyone who talks about seeing Zeferino play in his last few years tell a very similar story. The 
man’s body was frail, and his legs did not work very well, but his hands were like hands of a 
young man, flying across the marimba. 
 In April of 2010 Zeferino took his last tour outside of Mexico when Marimba Nandayapa 
performed at Marimba 2010: International Festival and Conference in Minneapolis/St. Paul, 
Minnesota. Marimba 2010 was organized by Fernando Meza and, as he described it, was an 
opportunity to bring people together to celebrate the marimba. Meza said that the festival was 
somewhat of a bucket list item for him. He wanted to celebrate the artists who play the marimba, 
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and the physical instrument itself; it’s history, culture, and place in modern day repertoire. When 
planning the festival, Meza said that he was only able to bring one marimba band from Mexico. 
It was an obvious choice that he would invite Marimba Nandayapa.61  
Meza was in contact with Javier in 2007 when he started planning the festival, and at the 
time Javier let him know that Zeferino’s health was on the decline, but that Marimba Nandayapa 
would plan to attend. Shortly before the festival, Zeferino’s Alzheimer’s had become worse. The 
doctor was skeptical of Zeferino traveling to the United States to perform, but he signed off on 
the travel because Zeferino wanted to perform. Marimba Nandayapa was scheduled to close the 
opening concert on Wednesday evening. Zeferino was heavily dependent on a walker or 
wheelchair at this point. Meza recalled that they had to set the stage with the marimba as close to 
the performers entrance as they could possibly get it so that Zeferino would not have far to walk. 
His three sons walked on stage first and stood and waited for him. With small shuffling steps, 
Zeferino made his way onto the stage to stand behind the marimba. As he walked on stage, the 
entire auditorium erupted in wild applause as the audience gave Zeferino a standing ovation 
before he had even touched the instrument. Once Zeferino reached the marimba, he stood and 
looked at every section of the auditorium, his face radiating with a huge smile; he was just so 
happy.62  
 When Marimba Nandayapa started playing, Meza said that you could not tell 
there was anything wrong with Zeferino. “He became a tiger behind the marimba.”63 Meza was 
unsure of how the audience would respond, but they loved the performance. At the time, no one 
                                                 





knew that this performance would be Zeferino’s last outside of Mexico, however it was a very 
fitting venue. To be able to play for so many other phenomenal marimbists, and to get the 
recognition he so rightly deserved, was fitting. 
 
 






Later that fall, Marimba Nandayapa embarked on one last tour around Mexico to 
celebrate the bicentennial of Mexico’s independence. The concerts were well attended, and 
Zeferino was able to play in many Mexican towns he hadn’t visited for nearly 30 years. It was 
almost like a farewell tour to his home country, although no one knew that at the time. A month 
before his father’s death, Norberto asked him this question, “In what part of your career, your 
life, have you ever felt fear or terror?’ Zeferino responded, “You know, I was never scared.” 
“But what did you feel when you stood in front of people in Carnegie Hall?” “No, really son, I 
wasn’t scared. The only things I felt was a great responsibility. But fear, never. Why should I 
fear when this is what I love the most?”64 
The last few months of Zeferino’s life were difficult on the family. Even though they 
were still performing as a group, the sons were having to make all of the musical decisions. 
Losing their patriarch to Alzheimer’s was depressing, and Zeferino had a few near-death 
experiences from low blood sugar, or other health problems that resulted in hospitalization. On 
December 13th, 2010, Zeferino fell while walking and hit the back of his head. The swelling in 
his brain caused him to go into a coma and he died 15 days later on the afternoon of December 
28th, 2010.    
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Chapter 6  
The Death of a Marimba Master 
 At the time he died, I called her, ‘Marvin, my father has passed away, 30 minutes ago. 
And she said ‘Oh, I’m very sad.’ So then ten minutes later she told me, ‘I’m with the Governor 
of Chiapas,’ and handed him the phone. ‘Javier, my condolences, but please, we want to do an 
homage.’ So we said, OK. We have everything arranged for tonight, but maybe tomorrow. ‘OK 
[said the Governor] I will send my private plane, and we will bring you all to Chiapas.’65 
The next day, the Governor of Chiapas sent two private planes to Tlalnepantla to pick up the 
body of Zeferino Nandayapa and his family. When the family arrived in Chiapas, Javier said it 
was amazing, because the police were there, clearing the streets so that they could get to 
Marimba Park in Tuxtla-Gutierrez. “It was amazing, especially the people. When they moved the 
box, they were clapping, and putting flowers on it.”66 An entire homage had been set-up in the 
park, complete with a 50-person marimba band lead by friend and colleague Israel Moreno. 
Javier told a story about the event which made him laugh, even after his eyes had just been 
tearing up remembering carrying his father’s casket into Marimba Park. The Governor of 
Chiapas at the time, was notorious for being late to everything. But in this case the Nandayapa 
family had a problem at the airport and were running late. The Governor, however, was on time; 
for once! People in the streets were joking about the situation saying, “Oh! Zeferino Nandayapa, 
you keep this man waiting, the Governor of Chiapas has to wait for Zeferino Nandayapa!”67 
Once Zeferino had arrived at his own homage, the Governor of Chiapas proposed to have the 
                                                 





museum of marimba next to Marimba Park in Tuxtla-Gutierrez, given the name of Zeferino 
Nandayapa. 
 Later the following year, on August 16, 2011, closer to Zeferino’s birthday, the national 
homage concert to Zeferino Nandayapa took place at the Fine Arts Palace in Mexico City. Many 
special guests were invited to perform. Among them was Victor Mendoza, who had composed a 
Latin -azz piece called Zeferino. The concert included many of Zeferino’s traditional Mexican 
arrangements, as well as some of his original compositions. The same morning of the homage a 
bust of Zeferino was inaugurate in Chiapas Park, Mexico City. In December of 2011, a full-sized 

















































2011 was a very challenging year for Marimba Nandayapa as they mourned the loss of 
their father. All their careers had been molded playing under the guidance of Zeferino, first in the 
Jewish band and later as members of Marimba Nandayapa. For the three eldest sons, that meant a 
40-year career. After Zeferino passed, the brothers attempted to keep the group together, but 
without the strong uniting factor of Zeferino, everyone had different ideas of how the group 
should operate. By December of 2011 experiencing many disagreements and struggles, the group 
fractured, and the brothers were no longer playing as a complete unit.  
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 In 2013, UNICACH (the University of Sciences and Arts of Chiapas) commissioned 
Brazilian marimbist Ney Rosauro to write a solo work for the second annual Latin-American 
Marimba Competition in Chiapas, Mexico. In an interview with Rosauro he said that he had met 
Zeferino and his sons many years earlier when they played at PASIC. From the very first time 
experiencing them perform, Rosauro was impressed and inspired. Rosauro kept in contact with 
the Nandayapa’s, and when he was commissioned to write a work, he sought out Javier 
Nandayapa for musical ideas. Rosauro eventually settled on writing a Fantasy around a theme 
from Zeferino’s Fantasia Profana. In his piece, Mestre Zeferino, Rosauro also included runs 
reminiscent of Zeferino’s that extend the length of the marimba. This was in homage to 
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 Marimba Nandayapa re-formed in 2014 with three of the brothers, Oscar, Norberto and 
Javier, and two other marimbists, Sandra Moreno and Eduardo Hernandez to take the place 
Zeferino and Mario Nandayapa. 
In 2017, Zeferino Nandayapa was inducted into the Percussive Arts Society Hall of 
Fame. The first proposal for Zeferino’s induction had been made some 20 years prior, a fact 
which irritated some since Zeferino was clearly on par with other inductees, and the only 
representative of Mexico. Ney Rosauro had been one of the most active in trying to nominate 
Zeferino to the PAS Hall of Fame. Especially while he was serving on the Board of Directors. 
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Gary Cook had also advocated for Zeferino’s induction while he was President and immediate 
past president of PAS. Another active force was that of marimbist Dean Gronemeier. Javier says 
that he thinks Gronemeier was the one consistently rallying others for support and pushing for 
Zeferino’s induction. While some were disappointed that it took so long for Zeferino to be 
inducted into the Hall of Fame, his son Oscar had another outlook on the delay. He believes that 
the delay of the induction helped to keep the name of Zeferino Nandayapa alive and in the hearts 
of people.  
 When asked what they wanted the world to remember about their father, Oscar, Norberto 
and Javier said similar things. They wanted him to be remembered for his music, and for his 
smile. He was known as ‘The man with the eternal smile,’ and that smile was genuine because 
Zeferino loved every minute he spent behind a marimba. Oscar, however, offered something 
about his father that epitomizes Zeferino’s contribution to Mexican marimba playing. 
For a lot of people, marimba, like it is known in Mexico at the popular level, is 
sometimes underappreciated. They think that they see it in the streets, on the beaches, 
outside of the bars, or markets and even when they don’t know the marimba, they know 
the marimba of Zeferino Nandayapa. They think it’s a poor instrument, or an instrument 
of the streets, and that’s not how it is. My dad took them [the marimba] to the biggest 
concert halls, with the best composers.69 
This is truly Zeferino’s legacy, promoting the Mexican marimba all over the world, to heights 
that it had never achieved. 
  
                                                 




 It is clear that Zeferino was a very talented musician who had perfect pitch, extremely 
good time, and amazing facility at the marimba. These skills may be enough to make a person a 
successful musician. But, to surpass success and become internationally acclaimed as someone 
who, because of their musical performance, travels extensively, records over 70 albums, receives 
awards all over the world, is honored with three statues, and becomes a recognized name in 
Mexico, it takes someone very unique and special. Zeferino was able to accomplish all these 
things because he was versatile, passionate, hardworking, and an all-around enjoyable person. 
Zeferino was a very versatile musician playing of many different instruments. His solo 
marimba career was elevated with the many performances of his marimba band, Marimba 
Nandayapa. Zeferino had a passion for his career that is evidenced through the story of the 
funeral he held for a marimba bar in Canada, and through his wife’s words, calling the marimba 
his “first wife,” and herself his second. Zeferino demonstrated his incredible work ethic time and 
time again. Often turning rejection into success, such as when he did everything he could to 
make Marimba Nandayapa’s 2000 European tour a success after the original venue cancelled 
their appearance. He was relentless in his pursuit for excellence and success. 
Zeferino may have been in the right place at the right time when he started playing at 
XEW radio, and when he took over the Jewish band, but he turned those potential “one off” gigs 
into professional positions of over thirty years; that is no coincidence! Zeferino was a strong and 
dynamic leader who was able to continually and consistently bring great success to his groups.  
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The most frequently underrated skill which aided in Zeferino’s success was his attitude 
and ability to work with others. As a musician, this author can attest that sometimes even the best 
players are not hired if they have the worst attitudes. Zeferino, however, was a great player with 
a great attitude. All who worked with him spoke of his kindness and easy-going nature, as well 
as how he always seemed to be smiling. This gained him the nickname ‘the man with the eternal 
smile,’ and helped him to gain great success and prestige throughout his career. Zeferino was the 
man Mexico needed to bring the marimba into national prominence. And so, at the conclusion of 





Tours and Awards 1956-1977 
Tours/Concerts, Appearances/Awards 
Marimba Nandayapa and Zeferino Nandayapa 
1956-1977 
Date Event  Location 
1957 (September) Presence of Mexico in 
Venezuela 
Venezuela 
1959 Marimba concerts Saint Louis and Kansas City, 
Missouri, USA 
1961 Presence of Mexico in 
Colombia 
Colombia 
1961 (December) Mexican Folk Festival, 
Christmas tour 
Laredo, Dallas, Eagle Pass 
and San Angelo Texas, USA 
1962 (August & September) 45-day tour in South America Republics of Ecuador and 
Chile 
1964 Zeferino performed Carlos 
Chavez’s H.P. Steam Horses 
ballet suite with the National 
Symphony Orchestra 
Palace of Fine Arts, Mexico 
City, Mexico  
1964 Grupo Percusionistas de 
Mexico play the world 
premiere of Tambuco for six 
percussionists by Carlos 
Chavez 
Mexico City, Mexico 
1965 Zeferino won first place at the 
composition contest with his 
piece Himno Al 21 de 
Octubre for choir and 
chamber orchestra. Contest 
was organized by UNAM 
(The National Autonomous 
University of Mexico)  
Mexico City, Mexico 
1965 Concerts for the Mexican 
patriotic festivities 
Los Angeles, California, USA 
1966 Zeferino played Bonampak 
with the National Symphony 
Orchestra 
Palace of Fine Arts, Mexico 
City, Mexico 
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1967 Fiestas Patrias Mexicanas El Paso, Texas, USA 
   
1968 Zeferino plays the Mexican 
premiere of Mascaras for 
marimba and orchestra by 
Mario Kuri Aldana 
Palace of Fine Arts, Mexico 
City, Mexico  
1968 Zeferino performs Tambuco 
with Les Percussions d’ 
Strassbourg for Cultural 
Olympic Games 
Mexico City, Mexico 
1971 (August) Fourth annual Folklore 
festival  
Mexico City, Mexico 
1971 (August)  Latin American Festival of 
Folklore 
Havana, Cuba 
1972 Zeferino won first place in 
the composition contest 
organized by UNAM for 
Fantasia Profana written for 
symphony orchestra 
Mexico City, Mexico 
1972 Cultural Olympic Games Münich, Germany 
1973 (November) Concert at Carnegie Recital 
Hall 
New York, NY 
1973 (November) Two recitals at the University 
of Pace 
New York, NY 
1974 Represented Mexico for the 
World’s Fair “The Great 
Cities and Capitals of the 
World” 
Montreal, Canada 
1975 Presented a concert at the 
University of Trinity 
San Antonio, Texas, USA 
1976 Cultural Olympic Games Montreal, Canada 
1976 Festival in Homage to 
Mexican composers at the 
United Nations 
UN headquarters, New York, 
NY 
1976 Zeferino Nandayapa awarded 
the Medal of Peace by the 
United Nations 




Tours and Awards 1977-2000 
Tours/Concerts, Appearances/Awards 





Event  Location 
1977 Appearance at Disneyland Anaheim California, USA 
1977 Zeferino gives the Mexican 
premiere of Darius Milhaud’s 
Concerto for Marimba, 
Vibraphone and Orchestra 
with the Philharmonic 
Orchestra of the UNAM 
Mexico City, Mexico 
1978 Zeferino is awarded the “Lira 
de Oro” the highest award by 
the Single Union of Music 
Workers of the D.F. 
Mexico City, Mexico 
1978 Zeferino plays Mascaras by 
Mario Kuri Aldana with the 
Symphonic Band of the 
Secretary of the Navy 
Mexico City, Mexico 
1978 (December) Zeferino is one of six 
percussionists to play 
Tambuco by Carlos Chavez 
Mexico City, Mexico 
1979 Seven presentations with the 
International Congress of 
Musical Youth 
Zagreb and other cities in the 
Federation of Yugoslavia 
1979 Zeferino play Mascaras by 
Mario Kuri Aldana with the 
Philharmonic Orchestra of the 
UNAM 
Mexico City, Mexico 
1979 Zeferino plays Mascaras by 
Mario Kuri Aldana with the 
Symphonic Band of the 
Secretary of the Navy 
Mexico City, Mexico 
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1980 (May – June) Along with the Folkloric 
Ballet of San Antonio, 
presentations at the Art 
Museum of Toledo and San 
Antonio 
Toledo, Ohio and San 
Antonio Texas, USA 
1980 Ten-day tour Dominican Republic 
1981 (June) Seven-day tour Costa Rica 
1982 Zeferino plays the world 
premiere of Tuchtlan by 
Rafael de Paz with the 
Symphonic Band of the 
Secretary of Public Education 
Mexico City, Mexico 
1982 Zeferino plays Mascaras by 
Mario Kuri Aldana with the 
Symphony Orchestra of the 
National Polytechnic Institute 
Mexico City, Mexico 
1982 (April, May, June) Presented three concerts with 
the support of the Mexican 
Cultural Institute 
San Antonio, Texas, USA 
1983 Zeferino gives the world 
premiere of El Espiritu De La 
Tierra by Frederico Álvarez 
del Toro with the 
Philharmonic Orchestra of 
Mexico City 
Mexico City, Mexico 
1983 (April – May) Tour of Canada, 37 concerts 
in 25 cities 
Canada 
1984 (April – May) Represented Mexico in the 
folkloric festival “Bregenz 
am Bodense” 
Bregenz, Austria 
1984 Zeferino plays El Espiritu De 
La Tierra by Frederico 
Álvarez del Toro with the 
Xalapa Symphony Orchestra 
Xalapa Veracruz, Mexico 
1985 Zeferino plays El Espiritu De 
La Tierra by Frederico 
Álvarez del Toro with the 
Symphonic Orchestra of 
Guanajuato 
Guanajuato, Mexico 
1985 Zeferino plays El Espiritu De 
La Tierra by Frederico 
Álvarez del Toro with the 
Philharmonic Orchestra of 
CREA 




1987 (February) Zeferino toured the state of 
Chiapas with the Xalapa 
Symphony Orchestra 
 
1987 (August) Yamaha clinic Tokyo, Japan 
1987 Zeferino is awarded the 
“Fourth State Contest of 
Marimba” the first laureate to 
receive this distinction in life. 
This is a local competition for 
the state of Chiapas. 
Tuxtla Gutierrez, Chiapas, 
Mexico 
1987 Zeferino gives the world 
premiere of Filigrana 
Concert Polka for Marimba 
and Chamber Orchestra  
Mexico City, Mexico 
1988 (Octoer) Zeferino participates in the 
world premeiere of 
Culminacion for soprano, 
tenor, and 110 marimbas by 
Frederico Álvarez del Toro 
with the Symphonic Marimba 
Ensemble 
Tuxtla Gutierrez, Chiapas, 
Mexico 
1988 (November) Participant in P.A.S.I.C 
(Percussive Arts Society 
International Convention) 
San Antonio, Texas, USA 
1989 Zeferino plays El Espiritu De 
La Tierra by Frederico 
Álvarez del Toro with the 
Royal Philharmonia 
Orchestra of London 
Royal Festival Hall, London, 
England 
1990 (January) Zeferino is awarded the 
“Favorite Son” award 
Chiapa de Corzo, Chiapas 
1990 (April) Two concerts for the 
“Mexican Splendors of 30 
Centuries” Exhibition 
Teatro Guadalupe in San 
Antonio, Texas, USA 
1990 (June) International Percussion 
Symposium to benefit 
Mexican group “Marimba 
Yajalon” 
Stephen F. Austin University, 
Nacogdoches, Texas, USA 
1990 (September) Four presentations in 
coordination with the KVA 
52 Telemundo TV network 
Los Angeles, CA, USA 
1990 Expo ’90 in Osaka Osaka and Kyoto, Japan 
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1990 (October) Five concerts for the 
“Mexican Splendors of 30 
Centuries” Exhibition 
Winter Garden of the 
Financial Center and the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
New York City, NY 
1990 (December) Zeferino is awarded the 
“Premio Chiapas 1990” given 
by the Governor of the State 
of Chiapas 
Tuxtla Gutierrez, Chiapas, 
Mexico 
1991 (June) International Percussion 
Symposium, concert, clinics, 
workshop 
Stephen F. Austen University 
in Nacogdoches, Texas, USA 
1991 “Tribute to Eduard Mata” Dallas, Texas, USA 
1991 Three concerts for the 
“Mexican Splendors of 30 
Centuries” Exhibition 
L.A. County Museum of Art 
in Los Angeles, California, 
USA 
1991 Zeferino plays El Espirite De 
La Tierre by Frederico 
Álvarez del Toro with the 
Philharmonic Orchestra of 
Mexico City 
Mexico City, Mexico 
1992 (April) Five concerts at Expo ‘92 Seville, Spain 
1992 (May) Tour of six concerts and a 
clinic at the Conservatory 
“Les Halles” 
Paris, France 
1992 “Music Under the Stars ‘92” 
where they played for 7,000 
people  
El Paso, Texas, USA 
1992 (June) Two concerts and a clinic of 
Mexican marimba 
Conservatory of the 
University of Missouri, 
Kansas City, Missouri 
1992 (September) Two concerts and clinics as 
part of the Mid America Arts 
Alliance Program 
Universities of Fort Hays and 
Winfield, Kansas 
1992 (October) Six concerts for the 
International Book Fair 
“Mexico an Open Book” 
Frankfurt, Germany 
1992 (November) Zeferino is awarded the 
Diploma and Gold Medal to 
“La Excelencia Mexicana” by 









1992 Zeferino plays El Espiritu De 
La Tierra by Frederico 
Álvarez del Toro with the 
Philharmonic Orchestra of 
Mexico City 
Mexico City, Mexico  
   
1993 Zeferino gives the world 
premiere of The Song of the 
Volcanoes by Frederico 
Álvarez del Toro with the 
Symphony Orchestra of the 
State of Mexico  
National Museum of 
Anthropology Mexico City, 
Mexico 
1993 (January) World Economic Forum and 
concerts for the “Music 
Hope” Association 
Davos and Bern, Switzerland 
1993 (April) The International Book Fair 
“Mexico and Open Book” 
Bogota, Colombia 
1993 (November) Tour of two concerts Madrid, Spain 
1994 Zeferino plays The Song of 
the Volcanoes by Frederico 
Álvarez del Toro with the 
Symphony Orchestra of the 
State of Mexico 
Cathedral of San Cristóbal, 
San Cristóbal de las Casas 
Chiapas, Mexico 
1994 (September) “Sones y Cantares 
Mexicanos” for the society of 
arts and humanities 
“Mexicayotl” 
Oxnard, California, USA 
1994 (December) Tour of 10 concerts Japan 
1995 Festival CARIFESTA SIX Port of Spain, Trinidad and 
Tobago 
1995 Zeferino gives the world 
premiere of Bolero for Alto 
saxophone, Marimba and 
Orchestra by Mario Kuri 
Aldana with the Symphonic 















   
1995 (July) Zeferino plays a concert with 
the Philharmonic Orchestra of 
Jalisco, which includes 
Milhaud’s Concerto for 
Marimba, Vibraphone and 
Orchestra, his own 
arrangements of traditional 
Chiapan folk songs, and the 
world premiere of Zeferino’s 
Fantasia Profana 
Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico 
1995 (November) Featured artist at the 




1996 Six concerts for “The Season 
of Mexico” 
Vancouver and Calgary, 
Canada 
1996 Zeferino plays The Song of 
the Volcanoes by Frederico 
Álvarez del Toro with the 
Philharmonic Orchestra of 
Mexico City 
Plaza Tolsá, Mexico 
1996 (September) “Taller de Marimba 
Mexicana” 
Tuxtla Gutierrez, Chiapas, 
Mexico 
1996 (October) Third artistic tour, presenting 
15 concerts 
Japan 
1996 Tour of seven concerts and a 
clinic 
Las Vegas, Nevada  
1996 (December) Zeferino is awarded the 
“National Prize of the Arts” 
given by the President of 
Mexico. Zeferino is the first 
Mexican marimbist to receive 
this distinction. 
Mexico City, Mexico 
1997 Participated in the “Second 
International Percussion 
Week of Mexico” 
Sala Nezahualcoyotl, Mexico 
1997 Presentation of concerts and 
master classes 
Conservatory of the 
University of Kansas City, 
Missouri 
1997 Zeferino plays The Song of 
the Volcanoes by Frederico 
Álvarez del Toro with the 
Philharmonic Orchestra of 
Mexico City 
Siglo XXI Medical Center, 
Mexico City, Mexico 
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1997 (October) Presented at the “Con Sabor a 
Mexico” Festival 
Modesto, California 
1997 (October) “Taller de Marimba 
Mexicana” 
Tuxtla Gutierrez, Chiapas, 
Mexico 
1997 (November) Zeferino is awarded the 
“Corchea de Oro” by the 
Single Uniopn of Music 
Workers of Mexico City 
Mexico City, Mexico 
1997 “First National Symposium 
for Music Training” National 
School of Music of the 
UNAM 
Mexico City, Mexico 
1997 “Talleres de Marimba 
Mexicana” musical society 
and Orquestra Tipica 
IXCHEL 
Querétaro, Mexico 
1998 Gave a concert in homage to 
the first century of the 
Marimba Cromática 
Municipal Theater of 
Quetzaltenango, Guatemala 
1998 (September) International Mariachi 
Festival 
Thomas and Mack Sports 
Center, University of Nevada, 
Las Vegas 
1998 (October) “Workshop of Mexican 
Marimba” 
Tapachula, Chiapas, Mexico 
1998 “Mexican Marimba 
Workshops”  
Casa de la Marimba in San 
Cristóbal Las Casas Chiapas, 
Mexico 
1999 (July)  Moscow International Film 
Festival 
Moscow, Russia 
1999 (September) Performance at the Hilton 
Hotel 






Tours and Awards 2000-2010 
Tours/Concerts, Appearances/Awards 
Marimba Nandayapa and Zeferino Nandayapa 
2000-2010 
 
Date Event  Location 
2000 Participant in Tajin 2000 
project 
Tajin, Veracruz, Mexico 
2000 (July – August) Participated in the Schleswig-
Holstein Festival, as well as a 




Denmark and Sweden 
2000 Zeferino performs Jorge 
Sarmeintos’s Concerto for 
Marimba and Orchestra with 
the Philharmonic Orchestra of 
the Community of Madrid 
Palace of Fine Arts, Mexico 
City, Mexico 
2001 “Rhythm Sticks” Festival Purcell Room in London, 
England 
2001 Performed for the First 
International Percussion 
Festival in Belgium, along 





2001 Zeferino performs Darius 
Milhaud’s Concerto for 
Marimba, Vibraphone and 
Orchestra with the 
Symphony Orchestra of the 
IPN 
Mexico City, Mexico 
2002 (May) Fourth concert tour to Japan Japan 
2002 Third concert tour to 
Denmark, presenting 24 
concerts 
Denmark 
2003 Presentation of a clinic and 
four concerts  
University of Northern 
Kentucky, United States 
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2003 Zeferino gave a course on 
Traditional Marimba at the 
National Conservatory 
Mexico City, Mexico  
2004 Performed for the Second 
International Percussion 
Festival of Belgium, along 
with their fourth concert tour 
in Belgium 
Belgium 
2004 Zeferino wins the Prize of the 
Percussion Society of 
Belgium 
Belgium  
2004 Marimba clinic at the 
Conservatory of Music 
Nordjylland, Aalborg, 
Denmark 
2004 Zeferino gave a course on 
Traditional Marimba at the 
National Conservatory 
Mexico City, Mexico  
2005 Fifth tour of Japan, and an 
appearance at the 2005 Expo-
Aichi 
Japan 
2005 Zeferino performs Darius 
Milhaud’s Concerto for 
Marimba, Vibraphone and 
Orchestra with the Xalapa 
Symphony Orchestra 
Xalapa, Veracruz, Mexico 
2005 Zeferino gave a course on 
Traditional Marimba at the 
National Conservatory 
Mexico City, Mexico  
2006 (summer) 28-concert tour Denmark 
2006 (November) Participated in the Mexican 
Son Festival at the Old Town 
school of music 
Chicago, Illinois 
2007 (April) Presented a clinic and concert 
at the University of Nevada, 
Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
2007 (August) Present their sixth concert 
tour to Denmark. This 
includes a concert at the 
prestigious “Den Sorte 
Diamat” (The Black 
Diamond) room of the 
National Library of Denmark 
Copenhagen, Denmark 
2008 (January) Present a concert and clinic at 
the University of Brownsville 
Brownsville, Texas 





2010 (April) Participated in the 
International Marimba 







A Week in the Life of Zeferino Nandayapa 
 The following chart is a representative week in the life of Zeferino Nandayapa. While the 
schedule is not exact, it has been created to demonstrate the many different rehearsals, 
performances, and recording responsibilities Zeferino had in a week. This type of hectic schedule 
was repeated week after week, month after month while Zeferino was in Mexico City. His 
schedule would be altered any time he toured with one of his marimba bands, Marimba 
Nandayapa or Marimba Mexicana de Concierto. Most of the rehearsals, performances, and 
recording sessions listed would last for multiple hours, especially when considering the time 
needed to set-up and break down the marimbas and other instruments. In addition to his 
extensive musical demands, Zeferino also spent time raising four sons with his wife, attending 
birthday parties and other special occasions. 
 
 
A Sample Week in the Life of Zeferino Nandayapa in the Early 1970s 
 
Monday 
• Rehearsal with Marimba Nandayapa, preparing for various local and international tours 
as well as album recordings. 
• Recording session at XEW Radio 
• Performance at a local school with Marimba Mexicana de Concierto 
• Personal practice time 
• Celebration booking with the Jewish Orchestra 
• Personal composition/arranging time for works such as Fantasia Profana and charts 




• Recording session at XEW Radio 
• Marimba Mexicana de Concierto rehearsal 
• Personal practice time 
• Rehearsal with the Philharmonic Orchestra of Mexico City 
• Performance with Marimba Nandayapa 
• Personal composition/arranging time for works such as Fantasia Profana and charts 
for Marimba Nandayapa and Mexicana de Concierto 
• Studio time recording with Marimba Nandayapa 
Wednesday 
• Rehearsal with Marimba Nandayapa, preparing for various local and international tours 
as well as album recordings. 
• Played for and directed rehearsal with the Jewish Orchestra 
• Personal practice time 
• Performance at a local school with Marimba Mexicana de Concierto 
• Celebration booking with the Jewish Orchestra 
• Personal composition/arranging time for works such as Fantasia Profana and charts 
for Marimba Nandayapa and Mexicana de Concierto 
Thursday 
• Rehearsal with Marimba Nandayapa, preparing for various local and international tours 
as well as album recordings. 
• Recording session at XEW Radio 
• Played for and directed rehearsal with the Jewish Orchestra 
• Personal practice time 
• Performance at a local prison with Marimba Mexicana de Concierto 
• Celebration booking with the Jewish Orchestra 
• Personal composition/arranging time for works such as Fantasia Profana and charts 
for Marimba Nandayapa and Mexicana de Concierto 
• Studio time recording with Marimba Nandayapa 
Friday 
• Rehearsal with Marimba Nandayapa, preparing for various local and international tours 
as well as album recordings. 
• Performance at a local park with Marimba Mexicana de Concierto 
• Personal practice time 
• Celebration booking with the Jewish Orchestra 
• Personal composition/arranging time for works such as Fantasia Profana and charts 










• Appearance on live Television for a “Name that Tune” section of a popular Television 
show 
• Celebration booking with the Jewish Orchestra 
• Additional celebration booking with the Jewish Orchestra 
• Personal composition/arranging time for works such as Fantasia Profana and charts 
for Marimba Nandayapa and Marimba Mexicana de Concierto 
Sunday 
• Celebration booking with the Jewish Orchestra 
• Additional celebration booking with the Jewish Orchestra 
• Performance with Marimba Nandayapa 
• Personal practice time 
• Personal composition/arranging time for works such as Fantasia Profana and charts 
for Marimba Nandayapa and Marimba Mexicana de Concierto 





Appendix E  
Discography. 
Year Title of Album 
1956 Concierto en Marimba Vol. I Con Zeferino Nandayapa y su Cuarteto Clasico 
1956 Concierto en Marimba Vol. II Con Zeferino Nandayapa y su Cuarteto Clasico 
1957 Danzones Marimbas y Mariachis 
1958 Marimba Nandayapa 
1960 Bailando los Exitos con la Marimba Chichén 
1961 Cantandole A Mexico 
1962 Agustin Lara en Marimba 
1962 Maderas que Cantan 
1962 La Marimba Y el Danzon 
1963 Grande Exitos en Marimba 
1967 Una Voz y un Corazón 
1968 Twist, Cha cha cha, Danzon: Marimba Nandayapa 
1968 fiesta…con la Marimba 
1969 Marimba Mexicana de Zeferino Nandayapa 
1970 Rumores de Selva 
1971 Marimba hermanos de Zeferino Nandayapa 
1972 Oblación 
1974 Maderas que Cantan con Ube de Mujer 
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1975 Marimba de Zeferino Nandayapa Surianita 
1975 Lo Mejor de los Clásicos en Marimba 
1975 Centenario del Danzon 
1976 Pasodobles en Marimba 
1976 Los Clasicos en Marimba Vol.2 
1976 Coctel Musical! 
1977 Mambos Marimba Orquesta Tepito 
1978 Marimba Orquesta Tepito Boogie Woogie 
1979 Los Clasicos en Marimba Vol. 3 
1979 Marimba Orquesta Tepito Boogie Woogie Vol. 2 
1980 La otra cara de Nandayapa 
1980 Desde el Corazon de Tepito 
1980 A Bailar! 
1981 La otra cara de Nandayapa Zefer Nandayapa 
1981 Homenaje a Chiapas 
1981 Que Rico Mambo 
1982 Los Clasicos en Marimba Vol. 4 
1982 Danzones con Marimba 
1982 15 Exitos Mambo con Marimba 
1983 La Marimba Clasica Nandayapa 
1983 15 Exitos Danzon con Marimba 
1984 Sinfonia "El Espiritu de la Tierra" 
1984 Musica de Tabasco 
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1985 Marimba Classics Nandayapa 
1985 Marimba Nandayapa 
1987 Inolvidables al son de la Marimba 
1987 Latinoamerica Musical 
1988 Al son de la Marimba con Sonido de Zeferino Nandayapa 
1988 Inolvidables Marimba Nandayapa 
1989 Musica Mexicana Para el Mundo con el Sonido En Marimba de Zeferino 
Nandayapa 
1990 Encuentro Internacional de Marimba 
1992 Boleros Romanticos Marimba Nandayapa 26 Grandes Exitos 
1992 Marimbarollo 
1992 De lo Selecto a lo Clásico 
1994 Los Grandes Temas de la Pantalla 
1994 La Magia de Chiapas Mexico 
1994 De lo Selecto a lo Clásico Vol. 2 
1994 De lo Selecto a lo Clásico Vol. 3 
1995 El Canto de los Volcanes 
1995 Musical Travelogue: Mexico 
1995 Los Grandes Valses con la Internacional Marimba de Zeferino Nandayapa 
1995 La Magia de Oaxaca Mexico 
1996 Orquesta Sinfonica de Aguascalientes 
1996 Marvelous Mexican Marimba 
1996 Marimba Nandayapa en Concierto 
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1996 Marimba Nandayapa en Concierto 40 Aniversario 
1998 Cuadernos de Mexico 
1998 20 Grandes Temas de la Pantalla 
1999 Marimba Nandayapa 15 Danzones 
1999 Marimba Nandayapa 15 Mambos 
1999 Los Grandes Temas de la Pantalla 
1999 20 Valses Inmortales 
2001 Marimba Nandayapa en Concierto Vol. 2 
2002 Ixchel 
2006 Mosaico Mexicano Marimba Nandayapa Aniversario de Oro 
2008 Maderas Que Cantan 
2008 Marimba Temas de la Pantalla Valses Ballables 
2008 Los Clásicos en Marimba Marimba Nandayapa 
2009 Grande Exitos Marimba Nandayapa 




Appendix F  
Translation of Método Para Marimba 
Diagrams and pictures from the original text have been included where necessary and 
appropriate. Complete pictures along with musical exercises and scores can be found in a hard 
copy of the original Método Para Marimba.  
 
Method for Marimba 
Now, I present a brief musical guide to know and be able to play simple melodies on a piccolo 
marimba with two octaves (25 keys) tuned to an orchestra tone, 440 hertz per second. 
First, I will refer to the parts of the marimba. To play the marimba we will understand the "keys" 
called by their musical note names that will be hit or struck by two or more mallets, which are 
known as bobbins or mallets (baguetas.) A mallet in the left hand (I) another mallet in the right 
hand (D), taking the mallet shaft with the four lower fingers and the thumb pressing the stick, 











The music is written with seven notes: Do, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La, Si, and these notes are 
represented by letters or numbers: Do = C = 1 Re = D = 2 Mi = E = 3 Fa = F = 4 Sol = G = 5    
La = A = 6 Si = B = 7 
Registers of the Marimba. The marimba has two registers, the same as the pianoforte (white keys 
and black keys.) 
Tunel: Empty spaces between the notes Mi, Fa, Si and Do, [where a half step is naturally 
present.] 
Thread: This joins the keys of the natural scale with the notes marked with sharps (#). 
Diagram: Two-octave marimba keyboard with long keys for the naturals and sharps strung with 
eyebolts between each note. 
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How to use the comma ('): The comma will be used to identify a higher octave of the same 
musical note: Do = Do' = I = I '= C = C'.  
 
 




Once the names of the musical keys are known, we will present the letters that each note carries, 
















Musical symbols and their equivalences  
Chord: The chord is the union of two or more notes to form the harmony 
Harmony: It is the set of several parallel notes, which give enrichment and color to the music. 




















How to start playing the marimba  
First, study by alternating hands, making a smooth, circular motion: Do, left hand (1 = Iz), Re, 
right hand (2 = D), Mi, left hand (3 = Iz), Re, right hand (2 = D), Mi, left hand (3 = Iz), return 
Re, right hand (2 = D) and Do, left hand (1 = Iz). 
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Figure 20: An exercise to practice alternating sticking 
 
[Additional exercises built around scales, arpeggios and chords can be found in Método Para 
Marimba, pages 34-37.] 
 
 
Rudiments of Music  
To learn to play the marimba, as well as to master any musical instrument, it is an indispensable 
requirement to have notions of music; that is, to know how to read music. You must learn the 
musical notes: duration, values and everything that represents the constant study of each sound 









Figure 21: Different sizes of marimbas and their ranges 
a) Large marimba of six and a half octaves: From Fa [F 2] to Do [C 9]; there are 47 natural 
keys and 33 sharp keys. 
 
b) Big concert marimba: 5 and a half octaves. from Do [C 3] to La [A 8.] 
 
c) Tenor Marimba: 4 and a half octaves from Do [C 4] to La [A 8.] 
 
d) Marimba requinto: 3 and a half octaves, from Do [C 5] to La [A 8.] 
 
e) Piccolo marimba 
 
f) Other marimbas: the range is from Fa [F 3] to Fa [F 8,] and others are from La [A 4] to 




The range of the large marimba is comprised of Fa [F 2] to Do [C 9,] and covers almost 
the full range of the piano. 
 
 




To follow a melodic line (to the readers of music and to those who begin to learn to read.) The 
study will consist of three forms: Numbers (from one to seven), [music notes drawn on a musical 
staff,] and the names of the musical notes. 
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The important thing is to know the name of the seven musical notes: Do, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La, Si; 
called the natural diatonic scale in its ascending (or descending) form. When continuing this 
same scale an octave above, you will add a comma (') to each note or key of the marimba: Do', 
Re ', Mi', Fa ', Sol', La ', Si', Do ''. Here we finish two scales of 15 notes on the marimba, the last 
note Do '' has two commas to know that it is two octaves above the starting pitch Do. 
RHYTHM. The movement that gives us the rhythm is very important, it is always present when 
walking, dancing, marching, in the heartbeat, the ticking of the clock, the wind and other things. 
To practice this movement, we must have a time signature [a metaphorical house.] The 
foundation [the bottom number in a time signature] that supports this [metaphorical] house 
indicates what note type receives one beat. The times [The top number in a time signature ] 
indicates the rhythms of each melody or song according to the time signature marked with 
numbers: 
TIME SIGNATURE OF 4/4, four main beats: for example, boleros, tangos, rock, ballads, 
cumbias, danzones, ranchera songs and others. 
TIME SIGNATURE OF 3/4, three main beats: like waltzes, mazurkas, revolutionary ballad, 
dances, claves, bambucos and others. 
TIME SIGNATURE OF 2/4, two main beats: like marches, corridos, pasos dobles, czardas and 
others. 
THE RUBBER MALLETS. These mallets that strike the keys of the marimba are called mallets 
or bolillos. They consist of a wooden stick made of huitzitzil, granadillo, hormiguillo, or 
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bamboo. These wooden sticks have a head of rubber (raw rubber) of different sizes depending on 
the place that the player plays on the marimba. Other mallets are made of yarn or leather. 
a) Tiple mallets; first voice of the marimba (two hard mallets). 
b) Second player (Segundo) mallets; second voice of the marimba (you must use two, three 
or even four semi-hard mallets). 
c) Third player (tercero) mallets; the harmony accompanist or center is the one that marks 
the rhythm of a musical piece with three or four mallets (bigger and softer). 
d) Bass mallets. The bass player plays two very large and soft mallets, firmly supporting the 
harmonies, melodies and rhythm. 
Recommendations  
To play the large marimba of five and a half octaves, four kinds of mallets are required, which 
differ in their volume and their hardness, with the hardest and smallest mallets corresponding to 
the tiple (first voice). The tiple is the first melodic performer and occupies the highest part of the 
marimba. In general, this player performs the melody, since it is the one that bears the 
responsibility or direction of the group. 
The second, [or segundo] which stands to the left the tiple and works with three mallets 
carrying two in the right hand and one on the left. The two mallets in the right hand is fill out the 
voicing while the left hand plays the same melody of the tiple an octave lower. The second 
player’s mallets are a little softer than the first players. 
The third, harmonist or center player, is responsible for the accompaniment of rhythm and 
harmony, playing with three mallets that are softer and of greater volume than those of the 
second player’s. Finally, the bass player (bajero), plays the largest part of the marimba and acts 
as the double bass or tuba. The bassist plays with two mallets that are the softest and loudest of 
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all. The bass is the most important part of the music that gives the foundations of rhythm and 
supports the harmony and melody. 
Tuning and detunement. The detunement of the marimba is frequently due to changes in climate. 
Both the keys and the resonators are affected by heat and cold. To correct the resonators that are 
high in tone, it is necessary to add pieces of wood to the mouth of the resonator. If the pitch 
lowers, then you must very carefully cut the mouth of the resonator. It is not very noticeable 
when the keys are out of tune and there is very little that needs to be lowered. You can put pieces 
of hive wax on the bottom of the resonator tips to avoid scraping them. 
KEY AND RESONATOR SCHEME. This indicates how tune keys and resonators, using the 
hive wax and wood chips for the resonators. 
The marimba and the parts that form it:  
THE FRAME, is the main part that holds all the pieces of the marimba. Both the front and the 
sides are encrusted with precious woods of different colors. In front of the frame is called 
"faldon." The part that goes inside the frame, is known as a rail. In this [rail] are inserted the 
eyelets (small pieces of wood with a hole.) In the eyelets is placed a cord of thread, nylon or 
other material to thread together the musical keys of the marimba; at the end of the rails the cord 
for the keys are tied in onto wooden posts (pieces of turned grenadillo wood.) 
RULES OR CARRIERS. These rods support the acoustic resonators called pumpos or 
tecomates; They can be made of cedar, pine or other kind of wood. 
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THE RESONATORS They are hollow boxes wood which end in the form of a pyramid [at the 
bottom.] At the end of the resonators, there is an orifice that has a ring called cachimba. In this 
cachimba is the vibrating tela stuck on with hive wax. 
THE VIBRATING MEMBRANE. This membrane is extracted from the intestine of the pig or 
boar. It must be very thin so that the required sound buzzing sound comes from the resonator of 
the marimba. The membrane is very sensitive to weather changes, is easily broken, and must be 
replaced constantly. 
WOODS FOR THE KEYBOARD. The special wood for the best sound is known as hormiguillo 
or "hormigon." There are three types of hormiguillo wood: black, red and yellow; the best 
sounding is black. 
OTHER WOODS. Balsam wood has a very good sound but is shorter than the hormiguillo. The 
rosewood, of excellent quality and hard consistency, is used for the keyboard of xylophones. 















Ensemble of performers on the marimba  
To form a marimba group, you must have a large marimba of five and a half octaves to six 
octaves, with four performers (the tiple, the segundo, the harmonist and the bassist.) This large 
marimba is accompanied by a tenor marimba which is four and a half octaves, with three 
performers. [These two marimbists act as second chair players, similar to string players in an 
orchestra] The next most skilled performer, known as the soloist or tenorist plays the melody 
with two, three or four mallets, in addition to harmonizing to the two lower octaves of the big 
marimba (that is, the tiple and the segundero.) These two players, play the same voice one octave 
above and the other one octave below. The harmonist continues to set the rhythm with the chords 
of the musical piece with, his accompanist, the bassist, bringing the fundamental base of support 
to the melodic and harmonic voices. 
This is the best way to accommodate the performers in the two marimbas (marimba grande and 
marimba tenor) and thus achieve a good execution and cleanliness in their musical works. 
The other way to accommodate the second voices is a quartet or septet. In this same way, the 
segundero goes along with the voice of the tiple in parallel, a stick in each hand and if you have 
skill you can use two mallets in the right hand and one or two in the left hand doubling the 
melodic voice of the tiple. The same happens with the high voice of the tenor marimba; the 
segundero goes along with the tiple in the same position as that of the large marimba to one 
octave higher. (See the small score of the distribution of voices in the melody "Perfida" by 





Structure of the marimba  
There are two ways to distribute the keyboard of the marimba: The keys are straight (without 
poles or tunnels) joined by elongated eyelets that are parallel [stacked one directly above the 
other] to the natural notes along with the sharp ones, example: Do, empty space; Do # and Re go 
parallel: Re # and Mi parallels; Fa empty space; Fa # and Sol go parallel; Sol # and La parallels; 
La # and Si parallels; Do' empty space and continuing up the range of the instrument. There is 
also the straight keyboard marimba. It is known as the marimba without bridge and carries 
parallel keys with elongated and short eyelets without a tunnel. 
The other form of the keyboard is the normal, the same as the piano system. This model is called 
the bridge marimba: between the Do and Re is the Do #, between the Re and Mi is the Re #, Mi 
and Fa together, and so the chromatic scale continues respectively. 
When studying the marimba, it takes a lot of practice to achieve a balance in the pulse of the 
mallets. It is recommended to do exercises based on scales, arpeggios, movement of the hands 
both alternating and in octaves. From the lowest note to the highest note of the musical 
chromatic scale. 
The ligature of phrasing [ties.] This ligature joins several notes without altering its value as 
much as possible in a continuous tremolo. 
The tremolo [roll.] The tremolo is the movement that must be done in each hand with its two 
flexible sticks or mallets moving up and down simultaneously. Tremolar [to roll] or ligar are 
common words among marimbistas, also trinar refers to the same interpretation. 
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Presentation and decoration. The front rail of the marimba is adorned with beautiful inlays of 
colored woods (in the shape of diamonds, cubes, triangles and many other forms.) 
The legs of the marimba are turned on a lathe, and some are encrusted with precious woods. 
In the resonators, there are "entrepanos" that cover the empty holes in the front section of the 
sharp resonators. [The holes, where a bar and likewise resonator tube is absent along the upper 
register of the marimba, are filled in with adorned pieces of wood.]  
Other marimbas made in Central America are carved with Mayan figures of birds, jaguars or 
Palenque heads. [Native people.] 
They also decorate the [resonators] with inlays of precious woods cut in round or oval shapes. 
The mallets or bolillos. The technique of handling two sticks consists of holding one in each 
hand by squeezing the four fingers and the thumb supporting the shaft. Other performers tend to 
extend the index finger in a straight position towards the head of the stick. This is to the taste and 
accommodation of the performer. For those who wish to play with four, five or six mallets, three 
mallets in the right hand and two in the left or three in each hand would be listed: 1,2,3, for the 
left hand; 4, 5, 6 for the right hand. 
The American teacher Leigh Howard Stevens, in his [Method of Movement] accommodates the 
mallets in this order: mallets 1 and 2 in the left hand, the mallet number 1 between the fingers 
annular and cordial [middle and ring fingers], and the number 2 stick between index and thumb 
fingers. The sticks 3 and 4 are used in the right hand, the stick number 3 between the thumb and 
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index finger and the stick number 4 between the fingers cordial and annular [middle and ring 
fingers.] 
For five or six mallets: for the left hand, the mallet number 1 is placed between the ring and 
cordial [middle] fingers, the mallet 2 between the fingers cordial [middle] and index, the stick 3 
between the index and thumb. For the right hand the stick 4 between the thumb and the index, 
the stick 5 between the index and the cordial [middle], and the stick 6 between the cordial 
[middle] and annular [ring finger.] 
The technique for six mallets used by composer and virtuoso of the marimba, Yamaha Keiko 
Abe and Zeferino Nandayapa R., is the following: Left hand: mallet 1 between cordial [middle 
finger] and index, mallet 2 between index and thumb and mallet 3 to the side of the thumb. Right 
hand: mallet 4 on one side of the thumb, mallet 5 between the thumb and the index, mallet 6 
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